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Abstract. Today, the issue of monitoring water quality in distribution networks
is of particular importance as the last step in the water production process. In this
research, a change in the standard of vehicle routing is introduced, which is used
in monitoring the quality of the water distribution network. In this study, a large
number of teams visit candidate nodes in the water distribution network daily.
Also in this research, mathematical modeling of the problem has been done so
that there are a series of nodes (wells) that can not be visited directly. For this
type of special node, the driver needs a key to open the well door and perform the
required tests, which must visit the specific location where the well key is located.
Two innovative algorithms based on genetic algorithm and neighborhood search,
are proposed to solve this problem. Finally, some suggestions for developing the
approach of this research are presented.
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1 Introduction

Providing safe drinkingwater is one of the important goals in human societies and achiev-
ing development and progress is possible in the shadow of the health of people in society
and it is clear that the health of individuals depends on the supply of drinking water is
desirable. Water distribution networks are vulnerable to accidental or deliberate contam-
ination due to their vast geography and abundant access points such as reservoirs, wells
and hundreds or thousands of kilometers of underground pipes. Determining pollution
in drinking water distribution systems faces many challenges. An increasing number of
people use the water of such a system every day and trust the safety and quality of water
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in their life or work. In addition to the problems of contaminant detection, there are other
reasons, such as the decay or growth of non-permanent components that occur during the
transfer process, to reduce water quality in distribution networks. Effective and efficient
water quality monitoring is one of the most important tools to ensure reliable drinking
water supply to the consumer in a drinking water distribution system [1, 3].

Monitoring is a method of determining the quality of the aquatic environment and
how the environment is affected by the spread of pollution and other human activities.
A vital and effective way to monitor the distribution of the water network in real time is
to use a water quality sensor. The sensors are placed at regular intervals in some parts
of the network to monitor water quality. In other words, experiments are performed at
predetermined times through located sensors and the results are monitored online. [2, 4]
Due to various factors such as the high cost of online monitoring and the lack of such
a system, it can be done in person. Candidate points in the water distribution network
should be visited and the necessary tests should be performed by specialized manpower.
Monitoring objectives are the most important factors that play a role in determining the
direction of monitoring points. Depending on the purpose, finding a route for vehicles
to visit different places has a special place.

The issue of vehicle routing in a supply chain is at the heart of distribution organi-
zation. Many companies involved in the delivery, collection and transportation of goods
and passengers face this problem every day [6]. Because conditions vary from set to
set, the goals and constraints of this issue are very diverse. Vehicle routing was first
discussed by Danzig and Ramser [5] and evaluated as a hybrid optimization problem.
An issue with vehicle routing is the effective use of a number of vehicles that must
stop at stations to pick up a customer (product) or deliver a customer (product delivery).
Customer refers to points of view on the network.

In this study, a large number of teams visit candidate nodes in the water distribution
network daily and perform tests to control water quality. Also in this research, there are
a series of nodes that can not be visited directly. For this type of special knot, the driver
needs a key to open the well door and perform the required tests. Since the driver does
not have the key, he must visit a specific place where the well key is located; Therefore,
there is a need to visit a point in the path before visiting that well. Finally, the keys must
be returned to their original location.

The ideas of this research are summarized as follows:

• There are two types of demand points (customer) that are visited differently. In the
first type, the customer is visited directly, but in the second type, it is necessary to
visit another point before and after visiting the customer. Also, visiting some of the
first type of demand points requires more time.

• Using an innovative algorithm to find the transit routes of vehicles.

2 Literature Review

Since the vehicle routing problems face many goals and limitations due to the different
and frequent changes of conditions from one situation to another, so most algorithmic
studies and software development in this field are based on a number of basic mod-
els of problems. Vehicle routing is focused, and by creating flexibility in optimization
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systems, this can be adapted to a variety of issues that may in fact be encountered. Rout-
ing problem-solving methods can be divided into three groups as follows: exact meth-
ods, innovative methods, super-innovative methods based on nature, combined methods
(using an accurate or innovative method to find the minimum limit for solving the prob-
lem and using a The metaheuristic method for obtaining the best possible answer is
the exact methods including branch and boundary (B&B), branch and cut, dynamic
programming (DP) and integer programming (IP), which has done a lot of research so
far. Breakers et al. [7] illustrated that more than 93% of vehicle routing issues targeted
routing costs, and about 40% of the articles surveyed focused on vehicle costs and driver
rights.

Rabbani et al. [8] Presented a multi-objective model to minimize distribution costs,
fuel consumption, and balancing drivers’ workloads, and then used a multi-objective
genetic algorithm to solve it. Islam et al. [9] proposed a hybrid algorithm combin-
ing particle swarm optimization and variable neighborhood search to solve the routing
problem of clustered vehicles. Martinez et al. [10] explored a combination of workflow-
based deployment and vehicle routing. The production stage is modeled as a deployment
based on the workflow, and the second stage, the jobs produced must be delivered to
the customer body [11]. Also, in order to minimize the last customer service time, a
random variable neighborhood descent algorithm has been proposed in which various
experimental factors, such as the use of alternative alternative solutions, solution demon-
stration and loading strategies, have been considered and analyzed [12]. An innovative
large neighborhood search algorithm has been proposed by Chen et al. [13] to solve the
problem of routing vehicles with time windows and delivery robots. The experiments,
performance and effectiveness of the proposed solution algorithm provide insight into
the use of automotive package delivery robots as an alternative service.

3 Model

The subject of vehicle routing is one of the familiar concepts in the field of operations
research, which in the last two decades has been followed by great efforts and advances
in this field. Vehicle routing problem refers to a problem in which a fleet consisting of
several vehicles from one or more terminals or warehouses provides services to a set
of customers located in different geographical locations, each of which has a specific
demand and this in a way They do this to minimize the cost of doing so. During these
routes, customers are met only once, and the requests of each of them are answered by
only one vehicle.

In the water distribution network under study, which consists of many elements such
as reservoirs, wells and pipes, sensors are placed in some parts of the network to check the
water quality at regular intervals. Typically, many teams visit candidate nodes (clients)
daily and perform the necessary tests. In this research, there are two types of demand
points (customer):

1) The first type (households, shops and tanks): For this type of customers, the
sampler can visit the selected points and perform the necessary tests on them. The
difference is that for tanks, the sampler needs more time to perform the tests, which
leads to more visiting time.
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2) The second type (wells): For this type of customers, the sampler needs a key to
open the well to perform tests, and because the key is not available, he performs visits
according to a specific schedule; Therefore, before reaching the wells, he should go to
the places where the key is kept, then continue working and finally return the key visit
to the place.

Assumptions

• The number of customers is constant and equal to n.
• Service time is different for each type of customer.
• The communication network between customers and the warehouse is complete.
• It is assumed that there is a main network all customers and the warehouse.
• That is the device can move from one node to n other nodes.

Decision Variables
xijk : If the path i to j is visited by device k, it takes 1, otherwise it takes zero.

yik : If node i is visited by device k, it gets a value of 1, otherwise it gets a value of
zero.

sik : Travel time to node i by k.
u: Variable added to the model for linearization of constraints.
z1: Variable added to the model to linearize the objective function.

3.1 Mathematical Model

The objective function of the problem is defined as the minimum sum of the moving
times between nodes as well as the time of visiting each node and finally the maximum
moving time between nodes, as follows:

Min z =
∑

i∈v

∑

j∈v

∑

k∈k
xijk(cij + vi)+ zI

S.t:

K∑

k=1

yik =
{
K i = 0
1 i = 1, 2, ..., n

(1)

n∑

i=0

xijk = yjk j = 0, 1, ..., n ; k = 1, 2, ...,K (2)

n∑

j=0

xijk = yjk j = 0, 1, ..., n ; k = 1, 2, ...,K (3)

n∑

i=0

xiqk −
n∑

i=0

xqjk = 0 j = 0, 1, ..., n ; k = 1, 2, ...,K (4)
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∑
i∈S

∑
i∈S xijk ≥ |S| − 1 S ⊂ V {0}; |S| ≥ 2; k = 1, ...,K (5)

Sjk ≥ Sik + Cij − M (1 − xijk) i = 0, ..., n; i = 0, ..., n; i %= j; k = 0, ...,K (6)

Sjk ≤ Sik + Cij +M (1 − xijk) i = 0, ..., n; i = 0, ..., n; i %= j; k = 0, ...,K (7)

S0k = 0 (8)

Spi,i + Cpi,i ≤ Sik +M (1 − yik) i ∈ V2; k = 1, 2, ...,K (9)

u + Ci,di yik ≤ Sdik i ∈ V2; k = 1, 2, ...,K (10)

u ≤ Sik i ∈ V2; k = 1, 2, ...,K (11)

u ≥ Sik +M (1 − yik) i ∈ V2; k = 1, 2, ...,K (12)

u ≤ M (1 − yik) i ∈ V2; k = 1, 2, ...,K (13)

ypik ≥ yik i ∈ V2; k = 1, 2, ...,K (14)

ydik ≥ yik i ∈ V2; k = 1, 2, ...,K (15)

z1 ≥
n∑

i=0

n∑

j=0

cijxijk (16)

n∑

i=0

n∑

j=0

xijk(cij + vi) ≤ L k = 1, 2, ...,K (17)

xijk ∈ (0, 1) (18)

xik ∈ (0, 1) (19)

Sik ≥ 0 (20)

u ≥ 0 (21)

Z1 ≥ 0 (22)

The purpose of the problem is to minimize the sum of the time of movement between
nodes and also the time of visit of each node and finally the maximum time of movement
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between nodes which is modeled linearly. Equation (1) indicates that the sum of the
vehicles visiting the source node is equal to K (total number of vehicles) and the non-
origin nodes are equal to one. Equations (2) and (3) show the node degree constraint.
Equation (4) expresses the equality of the number of inputs and outputs to a node. The
subtraction deletion limitation is shown by Eq. (5). Equations (6), (7), and (8) represent
the calculation of travel times by a vehicle, and Eqs. (9)–(13) represent compliance
with prerequisites. Equations (14) and (15) state that if a node is visited, it can remove
the key from that node before pi and also place the key in di after that node. In other
words, the same device that picks up the key, the same device picks up the key after the
visit. Equation (16) has been added to the problem to linearize the objective function.
Equation (17) indicates that the travel time of each vehicle should be a maximum of L.

4 Initial Solution Structure

• The number of customers is constant and equal to n.
• Service time is different for each type of customer.
• The communication network between customers and the warehouse is complete.
• It is assumed that there is a main network all customers and the warehouse.
• That is the device can move from one node to n other nodes.

a + b+ c + d = n

The journey begins and ends at the reservoir. (So we consider a twice in travels).
We travel to each key point twice. Once to remove the key and once to place the key

in place. (So we consider b twice) It travels to points related to type1 and 2 customers
once.

Therefore, the number of chromosome genes is equal to: n+ b+ 1.
If we consider the point related to the reservoir as node number 1, considering that

the journey starts and ends from the reservoir, we will have:

Other chromosome genes (empty cells) must be filled in order, in turn, based on
available candidate nodes. Candidate nodes are:

1) Type 1 nodes that have not been selected yet.
2) Type 2 nodes whose key has been removed but not yet selected.
3) The key point node that has not been traveled yet.
4) The node of the key point to which the trip has been made and all type 2 trips that

are related to the key of this point have also been performed.
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To make each of the initial answers, we do this:

The second cells to the penultimate end of the chromosome must be filled in order.
Candidate points must be identified for each step (to fill each cell). For this purpose, we
consider 4 containers x1, x2, x3 and x4.

x1 represents the set of type 1 nodes that have not yet been selected. (Obviously in the
second cell of chromosomes, this container contains all the points of type 1 problem).

x2 Represents a set of type 2 nodes whose key has been removed. (Obviously in the
second house of chromosomes, this dish is empty, because before the second house there
was definitely no trip to the house of key points).

x3 Indicates key points that have not been visited before.
x4 Indicates the nodes of the key point to which the trip was made, and all type 2

trips related to the key of this point have also been performed. (Ie key points we are
allowed to return to).

Therefore, to fill each of the chromosome cells, a point from the X set must be
selected.

x = [x1, x2, x3, x4] After selecting a node from the candidate X points and filling
one cell of the chromosome, to fill the next cell of the chromosome, it is necessary to
update the four containers x1, x2, x3 and x4 to determine the new candidate points to fill
the next cell. This process continues to fill all the chromosome cells.

4.1 Definition of 3 Structures

1) Select the two key points that first appear on the chromosome (in this chromosome,
points 3 and 11 are given twice on the chromosomeunder the assumptions of the problem.
But the first choice of each is considered) and move those two points together. For
example, if the arrangement of genes is as follows and points 3 and 13 are nodes of key
points.

And the pseudo-code of random numbers related to this chromosome is as follows.

Then, after applying structure 1, the chromosome string is turned as follows, and then
according to this string, the numbers of volunteer nodes are placed on the chromosomes.
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2) Select a key point that first appears on the chromosome (on this chromosome point 8
is given twice on the chromosome under the assumptions of the problem. But the first
choice is considered) and change the random number of that gene from the chromosome.
For example, if the arrangement of genes is as follows and point 8 is a key point.

And the pseudo-code of random numbers related to this chromosome is as follows.

Then, after applying structure 2, the chromosome string is as follows, and then accor
ing to this string, the numbers of volunteer nodes are placed on the chromosomes.

3) Select a key point that appears on the chromosome a second time and change the
random number of that gene from the chromosome. For example, if the arrangement of
genes is as follows and point 6 is a key point.

Then, after applying structure 3, the chromosome string is as follows, and then according
to this string, the numbers of volunteer nodes are placed in the chromosomes.

5 Solution Methodology

The response quality and convergence speed in the genetic algorithm are related to the
algorithm parameters. These parameters are the number of generations that affect the
quality of the response. Population size, which affects the amount of search space for
the answer. The rate of intersection, which determines the probability of the intersection
operator on a chromosome, and the rate of mutation, which indicates the probability
of mutation on a chromosome. Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) algorithm whose
pseudocode is shown in Fig. 1. It was first proposed by Mladenovik and Hansen in
1997. The main idea of this algorithm is to systematically change the neighborhood
structure during the search to avoid falling into the local optimal. The simplicity of
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implementation and the quality of the results obtained from the VNS algorithm quickly
made this algorithm a good way to solve optimization problems. The VNS algorithm
begins by generating the initial answer and defining the neighborhood structures and
using a neighborhood search method. The neighborhood structures of the algorithm are
l = {1,2,…, lmax} and Nl . Which Nl is l’s neighborhood structure. After determining
the possible neighborhood structures, their order is determined. Two important points
here are choosing the right neighborhood structures and determining the right order (for
example, the order based on the magnitude of the neighborhood structures).

Generating quality initial solutions, defining neighborhood structures and determin-
ing their order and using the appropriate method for local search are the determining
factors in the quality of the answers obtained from the algorithm. The algorithm starts
using the generated initial answer (so) and the main loop of the algorithm is repeated
until the termination criterion is established [14].

The main loop of the VNS algorithm consists of two main phases of shock and local
search. In the shock phase, the algorithm moves from the current answer to the neighbor
answer (s′) using the l’s neighborhood structure. In the local search phase, the search is
performed on the answer S’ using local search methods to reach the local optimization
(s′∗). Now in the move or not move section, if the local optimization obtained is better
than the current answer S, it will be replaced and the search will return to Nl , otherwise
from the neighborhood structure Nl+1 to continue Search is used. This search continues
as long as l < lmax. Figure 1 shows the pseudocode of the variable neighborhood search
algorithm.

Input: a set of neighborhood structures , 1= 1,2,..,,  

 S=gencrate initial solution (); 

 Repeat 

t=1; 

While (t  tmax) 

{ 

S'=Shaking (S, ) 

=Local scarch (S')  

if f( )  f(S)  

S    

t=1; 

else 

t=t+1; 

; 

} 

Until stopping condition are met; 

Output: The best solution; 

Fig. 1. Pseudo-code variable neighborhood search algorithm.
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6 Computational Experiments

In this step, the performance of the proposed algorithm is checked. For this purpose,
data related to wells in Tehran are examined. The well network of this city has 87 nodes,
26 of which are nodes related to keyless wells and 53 nodes are key-type nodes. 8 nodes
are considered as key locations. The beginning and end of the journey are done from
a specific point. The goal is to minimize the total travel time between nodes and the
time to visit each node, and ultimately the maximum time to move between nodes. The
proposed algorithms for the mentioned problem are parameterized by comparing the
results and the results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The result of GA-VNS, GA

GA-VNS GA

Nmax 100 100

Npop 100 100

Pc 0.7 0.80

Pm 0.25 0.35

The proposed model is first solved by Dijkstra method and based on the studied
data and then by GA meta-heuristic algorithm and also GA-VNS heuristic algorithm
and based on the structures defined for the model. The model code runs in Python on a
computer system with 2.53 GHz Core i5 processor specifications and 8 GB of external
memory. The results of model implementation are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

The exact solution of the model by digestra method, in 97.09 s, has obtained the
value 4392 for the objective function of the problem. In GA solution, the execution
time of the model is significantly reduced to less than 8% of the exact solving time, but
between the answer obtained and the exact answer, for three times of model execution,
Gaps 7.93, 7.53 and 11.33 Has come. But the proposed hybrid algorithm, taking into
account only the first neighborhood structure, and for three model runs, shows gaps of
4.84, 3.41 and 4.28. This Gap value is 1.84, 3.05 and 2.34 for the case where the first and
second structures are considered, and 0.66, 0.39 and 0.57 for the case where all three
defined neighborhood structures are considered. Therefore, according to the results of
solving the model, it can be concluded that the proposed combined hybrid algorithm
and also the neighborhood structures defined for it, has provided high accuracy for the
model in providing the final answer to the routing problem. In a much shorter time and
about 10% of the exact solution time, it provides a very close answer with a gap of less
than 1%.
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Table 2. The result of GA-VNS, GA, Dijkstra

Algorithm Dijkstra GA

Test number 1 2 3

Execution time (s) 97.09 7.24 7.38 7.11

Total travel time (min) 4392 4723 4723 7890

Table 3. The result of GA-VNS

Algorithm GA-VNS
(k = 1)

GA-VNS
(k = 2)

GA-VNS
(k = 3)

Test number 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Execution time (s) 7.96 8.03 8.42 9.22 7.78 8.23 9.57 9.84 9.67

Total travel time (min) 4605 4542 4580 4473 4526 4495 4421 4409 4416

7 Conclusion and Future Works

In this research, the issue of vehicle routing in Mashhad water distribution network has
been investigated. An issue whose primary purpose is to remove a key from a specific
location and return it to that location. For this reason, the problem was examined in
the form of a two-objective problem. The first goal is to minimize the total time of
movement between nodes and the time of visiting each node and the second goal is
to reduce the time of movement between nodes. A nonlinear mathematical model was
linearized for the problem and then two methods of neighborhood search algorithm and
genetic metaheuristic algorithm were used to solve it. In this research, the use of the
desired algorithms and the reciprocal route intended for customers improved problem
solving.

Considering the issues studied during the present study, suggestions for the
development of this study have been presented:

• One of the determining parameters in the issue of vehicle routing is the capacity of
the vehicles, which can be considered limited.

• Vehicles can go to the gas station if they run out of fuel on the roads.
• One of the things that can be used to bring the situation closer to the real world is to

consider time windows. Whenever the service is less or more than the allowed service
interval, a penalty is applied to the target function.

• Different drivers vehicles are considered.
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